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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a long time, the problem of extending toarbitrary characteristic the 
Fundamental Theorems of classical invariant theory remained untouched. 
The technique ofYoung bitableaux, introduced by Doubilet, Rota, and 
Stein, succeeded inproviding a simple combinatorial proof of the First 
Fundamental Theorem valid over every infinite fi ld. 
Since then, it was generally thought hat the use of bitableaux, or 
some equivalent device-as the cancellation lemma proved by Hodge after 
a suggestion fD. E. LittlewoodPwould beindispensable in any such 
proof, and that single tableaux would not suffice. 
In this note, we provide a simple combinatorial proof of the First Fun- 
damental Theorem of invariant theory, valid in any characteristic, wh h 
uses only single tableaux or“brackets,” as they were named by Cayley. 
We believe the main combinatorial lemma (Theorem 2.2) used in our 
proof can be fruitfully put to use in other invariant-theoretic set ngs, a  we 
hope to show elsewhere. 
2. A COMBINATORIAL LEMMA 
Let K be a commutative integral domain, with unity. Given an alphabet 
of d symbols x1, x2,..., xd and a positive integer n, consider the d. n 
variables (xi\ j), i= 1, 2 ,..., d, j= 1, 2 ,..., n, which are supposed to be 
algebraically independent. LetK[(x,Ij)] be the letter place algebra [6], 
namely the polynomial gebra generated over K by the variables (xi 1j). 
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Given k integers i, ..,, ik E{ 1, 2,..., d} k < n, the bracket ofstep k
is the lement ofthe letter place algebra defined as
(Xi, ,..., Xlk) = det((xil j))i= r, ..., ik;j= I ,..., k, 
A bracket monomial is a product of brackets ofany step. A bracket 
polynomial isan element ofthe letter place algebra which can be written as
a linear combination of bracket monomials. The subset B of all bracket 
polynomials is a submodule ofthe letter place algebra and will be called 
the bracket polynomial space. 
It will be sometimes convenient to write a bracket monomial 
as a Young tableau, namely, 
(Xi, ,"', x,/J 
(x ,, YJ,,) (**I 
with 3 k > . . . 3 p. The integer h + k + ... +p is called the content of the 
monomial. 
Fix a linear o der on the symbols x,,..., xd;the bracket monomial (*) 
will be called a standard monomial whenever the symbols in the tableau 
(**) are increasing from left to right in every row and nondecreasing 
downward in every column. 
Consider now a partition of the linearly ordered set (x, ..., xd}into three 
blocks A = {a, ..., a,}, B= {B ,,..., bpjC= {c ,,..., cr}, so that a,<b,<c, 
for every i, j, k. A semistandard monomial relative to the partition A, B,C 
will be a bracket monomial M satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(i) either M is astandard monomial inthe symbols a,and b, or M is 
standard in the symbols aiand ck ; 
(ii) M can be written asa product M= S. T, where ither S is a 
standard monomial in the ails and b/s and T is astandard monomial in the 
ck’s, orS is a standard monomial in the a:s and ck’s and T is a standard 
monomial in the bj’s. 
We explicitly note that semistandard monomials are nonzero 
polynomials in the bracket polynomial space. 
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2.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a semistandard monomial of content q.Let 
X be the greatest ymbol occuring inM, j the greatest integer such that he 
variable (X Ij) appears inM, and k the maximum degree of M in the variable 
(Xl j). Write 
where P, Q are polynomials in the letter place algebra and Q has maximum 
degree strictly less than k in (X 1 j). Then, P is a semistandard monomial and 
its content isstrictly less than q. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition. m 
We remark that, inthis case, the tableau ofP can be obtained from the 
tableau ofM by deleting thesymbol Xfrom the krows where it appears in
the jth (and last) position. 
2.2. THEOREM. Semistandard monomials are linearly independent i  he 
bracket polynomial space. 
Proof Let {M,, Ml,..., M,} be any finite s t of semistandard 
monomials, and let q be the maximum content ofa monomial in the set. 
We prove that (M,, Mz,..., M,} is linearly independent by induction on 
the positive nteger q. If q = 1 the assertion s trivial. Suppose now that 
every finite set of semistandard monomials ofmaximum content less than t




Let X be the greatest symbol occuring in the monomials ofthe relation (*), 
j the greatest in eger such that he variable (X 1j) appears in(*), and k the 
maximum degree ofthe polynomial xi ,M, in the variable (X 1j). Then, (*) 
can be rewritten as 
(Xl j)“P+Q=O, 
where P, Q are polynomials in the letter place algebra and Q has maximum 
degree strictly less than k in (XI j). So, it must be 
P=O. 
Now, by Proposition 2.1, P is a nontrivial linear combination of distinct 
semistandard monomials ofcontent s rictly less than tand we get acon- 
tradiction. 1 
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In the sequel, weshall use the following result, usually attributed to 
Hodge [7]. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let B be a bracket monomial consisting of the product 
of g brackets ofstep n; then, B can be uniquely written asa linear com- 
bination with integer coefficients of he standard monomials Ml, M2,..., M, 
such that each Mi is the product of g brackets ofstep n and contains the 
same symbols as B with the same multiplicities. 1 
3. THE FIRST FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over afield K,and let [] be a 
bracket on P’, namely, a nondegenerate al rnating n-linear fo m on V. 
Denote by B the set of all inearly ordered bases of V, and by F the algebra 
of all functions 
f: V”‘xB-+K, 
where m is a fixed positive nteger. Forany given pair of integers i, jwith 
16 i < m, 1 < j 6 n, we define anelement (i1j) of F by setting 
(i I.i)(u I ,...> v,;Xl ,...> x,)= cx, ..., x,]-‘( -l)J- ‘[II;, x1 )..., 2 ,‘“.’ x,]. 
We explicitly notethat, for every fixed basis (e,,..., e,} ofV, the valuation 
(i IAto, ..., 0, ; el ,..., e,)gives thejth coordinate of he vector iwith respect 
to the basis el ,..., e,.Moreover, 
Let F, be the subalgebra of F spanned by the set 
{(ii j); i= l,..., m, j= l,..., n}; 
F, will be called the algebra of forms of V. A homogeneous form is an 
element ofF, which can be written asa homogeneous polynomial n the 
functions (iI j). 
A homogeneous form F(v, ..., v, ; x, ,..., x,)is called an invariant 
whenever the following condition h lds: 
there exists a nonnegative integer k such that, for every fixed 
{e , ,..., e,> {fl ,..., f, >E4 
Cf,,..., fnlkF~~l,..., ~ ;f, ..., f,) = Ce,,..., e,lkF(ul,..., 0 ; eI,..., en) 
for every uI ,..., v, E V. (1) 
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Given a homogeneous form i”(or ,..., u, ; x, ,..., x,)of degree g, the 
function GE F defined as
G(u I ,..., u,;xl ,..., x,)= [x ,,..., x,]gF(ul ,..., II ,,; x ,,..., x,) 
can be written asa polynomial n the functions f F 
C0i, xI3...3 i,j3..., xnl, i = l,..., m; j = l,..., n. 
Hence, F is an invariant if and only if 
there exists a nonnegative integer k such that, for every fixed 
{e I,..., e, 1 {f, ..., f, 1 E4 
Cfi,..., fnlkCeI,..., e,lgG(~I,..., ~,,,;.f~,..., fn) 
= Ce I,..., e,lk[fi ,..., fnlgG(ul ,..., u,;el ,..., e,), 
for every ur ,..., U, E V. (2) 
3.1. THEOREM. (The first fundamental theorem of vector invariant 
theory). Let K be an infinite fi ld and V a vector space of dimension n over 
K. A homogeneous form F(u, ..., v, ;x,,..., x,)of degree g is an inuariant if 
and only if m > n and there exists aninteger k,with 0<k < g, such that he 
function 
G(u 1 ,*.., u,; x1 ,..., x,)= [x, ,..., x,-JRF(uI ,..., I ; x1 ,..., x,)
can be written asa linear combination of functions ofthe form 
where i, < . . . < i,, i,, < . . . < i,, ..., i, - ,,,,+ L < . . ’ < ikn and, for euery 
h= 1,2 ,..., n, i,,<ih+n< ... bi,+o~,jn. Moreover, the representation above 
is unique. 
Proof Let A be the algebra offunctions 
v”xv”xT+K, 
(~1,..-,u,;~1,...,x,;Yl,..., y,)+f(4, ., ~ ;xI,-*~x,; Yl -, Y,) 
spanned by all the bracket functions i  the uis, xi’s, yk’s. 
Let {b, ..., 6,)be a fixed basis of V with [bl,..., b,] = 1, and denote by 
(ui 1j) the jth coordinate of the vector uiwith respect to b1 ,..., b,.Since, for 
every u1 ,..., 24E V, 
CU 1 y-.y u,l= det((ui I A), 
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the algebra A can be seen as a subalgebra of the algebra ofpolynomial 
functions ver K in the variables (ViI j), (xi 1j), (ri 1j), which can be iden- 
tified with the algebra ofpolynomials in the variables above, the field K 
being infinite. Hence, there exists aninjective algebra morphism 4 from A
into the bracket polynomial space. 
Now, we explicitly notethat he function G(ul,..., II,;x1,..., xn) can be 
extended ina natural way to a function from V” x v” to K, which will be 
denoted bythe same symbol. We associate to the function G: V” x V” + K 
two functions G,,G2 E A by setting 
G,(u,,..., u,,,;x~,..., ,; y, , .. , y,)=C(u ,,..., v,;xl,..., x,), 
Gdu,,..., 0,; xl,..., x,,;yl,..., ,vJ=G(u I,..., u,; y, ,..., y,). 
By previous arguments, condition (2)can be rewritten as 
i(Cx,,..., x,I~C.Y,,..., Y~I~G~(uI,..., 0,; xl,..., x,; yl,..., Y,) 
- cx, ..., x,lW, >..., ~nl~G(~~,..., 0 ; x1 , .., x,; yl,..., Y,)), (3) 
is identically zerover the Zariski open set of K”(m+2n) given by the 
inequality det( (xi 1 )) det( ( yi 1 j)) #0. 
By Weyl’s principle of irrelevancy of algebraic inequalities, (3) is
equivalent to 
lx, ...> x,?(y, ,..., Y,)“~(G,(u, >..., 0 ;x1 ,..., x,yl,..., Y,)) 
- (x, >..., x,)%, >..., ~n)~Wh+ >...3 0,;x1 ,..., x,;Y, >..., Y,)), (4) 
is the zero polynomial n the bracket polynomial space. 
Fix the linear order u1 -C .. < u, <x1 < ... <x, < y, < ... y,. By 
Proposition 2.3,the bracket polynomials &G,) and #(G,) can be uniquely 
written aslinear combinations of standard monomials inthe ui)s and xi(s 
and in the ui)s and yi)s, respectively, namely, 
b(Gd = cMf;(u, ,..., 0 ; Y,..., y,)
where li E K and each monomial in the expansion fd(G,) is obtained 
from the corresponding mo omial in the xpansion of &G,) by replacing 
the symbol xI by the symbol y,, j= 1,2,..., n  Moreover, each Mj consists of 
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a product ofexactly g brackets and it contains at least one symbol v,, and 
one symbol xk. Rewriting thepolynomial n (4) as 
C lAxI 2...> X”)k(y, ,‘.., YrJgMi(V1 ,..., urn; Xl,..., -4 
we obtain a linear combination f semistandard monomials. By
Theorem 2.2, this is the zero polynomial if and only if, for every i, there 
exists exactly anindexj such that 
(x 1,-..> Xn)k(.Yl Y...P YnJgMi(VI 9-7 urn; x1 9*..9 xn) 
= 
(x 1 ,..-, xn)g(Yl,...~ Yn)kMj(U1v..., urn; .Yl,*-., .Yn). 
This implies that he symbols vhand xk cannot occur together in abracket 
monomial Mi(ul ,..., v,;x, ,..., x,)for every i. Then, m > n and, by previous 
remarks, each M,(v, ,..., v,;x1 ,..., x,)must contain atleast one bracket in
the vh’s and one bracket inthe xk’s. This gives 0 <k < g and each Mi is of 
the form 
Mi(vI 7.e.) v,; xl Y...Y xn) = (vi13...9 vin)(vin+~~~~~~ vi2,) ” ’ tvi(k-ljn+I>...7 ‘ik,) 
x (XI )...) x,)g- k, 
where i,< ... <i,, in+l< ... <&,..., i(k-l)n+l< ... <lk,, and, for every 
h= 1,2 ,..., n, i,dih+n< ... <ih++-l),,. 1 
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